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INTRODUCTION
"It is a law of Marxism that socialism can be

attained only via the stage of democracy. "
-Mao Zedong, "On Coal i t ion Government."

Selected Works, Vol. III, p. 233.

"This is the historic epoch in which world capi-
ta l ism and imperial ism are going down to their
doom and world socialism and people's democracy
are marching to victory. "

-Mao Zedong, "The Present Situation and Our
Tasks." Selected Works, Vol IV, p.773.

There is nothing good that is original in this
book by the head of the Revolutionary Communist
Party, USA (RCP), as far as a Marxist interpretation
of democracy. Avakian correct ly asserts that
Democracy is always class-specific and contingent
in class society. The idea of political equality with-
out economic and social  equal i ty is an ideal ist
dream, or, more frequently, a malicious lie. So much
was already known by Marx and Engels, not to men-
tion Lenin, Stalin, Mao and so on.

Thus we read that Plato thought it was fine to
hold slaves, that John Stuart Mill argued for state
repression of revolutionaries, that property rights
were considered central to the founders of democra-
cy, etc. This is all important for Marxists to under-
stand. We should never be satisfied by the claims of
those who say they want a socialism that "realizes"
democracy instead of just promising it, or those who
say Amerika would not be oppressive i f  only i t

"lived up" to its promise of democracy.
The quest ion at hand, however is di f fereht.

First, what is the role of democratic struggles in the
socialist revolution: and second, what is the role of
democracy under social ism and communism?
Avakian uses the Marxist analysis that democracy
will be unnecessary in classless society in order to
take away from the crucial importance of democratic
struggles in the social ist  revolut ion, especial ly
struggles for national self-determination, as well as
popular struggles under social ism on the way to
communism.

MIM maintains that bourgeois democracy is a
particular political form through in which one or sev-
eral classes of rulers exert their control over those
whose labor provides the wealth of the society. Any
oppressed person who wants to be president is free
to raise a bill ion dollars and run, provided she or he
doesn't propose anphing illegal, such as abolishing
property, patriarchy or privilege. That's bourgeois
democracy - the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie -
and it is in need of destruction, not perfection.

Socialist democracy, on the other hand, is the
temporary political system through which the for
merly oppressed classes exert control over their for-
mer exploiters, even as they encourage the conver-
sion of all those who can be convinced or coerced to
come over to the side of the people, to the side of
socialism and communism. And it is how the social-
ist masses propel society forward toward commu-
nism.

Socialist democracy, however, is stil l a class
system - part of the dictatorship of the proletariat
- and not a system of complete equality and open-
ness to all. The former exploiters lose some of their
privileges and "rights" during this period, especially
their  r ight to use property to exploi t  others, and
their right to buy political influence greatei tha4
their numerical strength, but also, in extreme cases,
their basic democratic rights period.

Complete freedom, complete equality,. the end
of oppression and coercion - all that will be strived
for under communism, when democracy itself will
no longer be necessary to mediate the relationships
between ciasses, because classes themselves,. glong
with national and gender inequality, will no longer
exist. In a literal sense that will mean the realization
of "true democracy" - rule by the people - but it
will not make sense to call it democracy, because it
will mean so much more than that historically-spe-
cific term was ever meant to imply.

Avakian does take on some more recent mani-
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festations of bourgeois ideology on the question of
democracy, particularly social-democratic apologists
for capitalism and Soviet revisionists. In some of
these passages, Avakian's description is useful.

But he didn't write a whole book to do that' No,
,Avakian's purpose in Democracy is rather to make
iseveral very specific points relevant to the interna-
ltionat communist movement and Maoism in particu-
llar in the late 1980s.
i fittt, Avakian wants to distance Maoism from
lnationat liberation movements as an essential, deci-
isive component of socialist revolution in the era of
iimperialism. He does this by stressing the conceptu-
ial relationship of national liberation to bourqeois
democracy on the one hand and neglecting the role
of national liberation struggle in the socialist revolu-
tion on the other.

Second, and in a very related point, Avakian
wants to criticize the United Front (U.F.) policy led
lby Stal in and the Comintern before and during
lWorld War II. This is partly because of the implica-
ftions of the U.F. for current national liberation strug-
igles - the necessity of strategic unity between
lcommunists and such non-proletarian sectors as the
lprogressive national bourgeoisie or petty bour-
lgeois ie of  the oppressed nat ions -  and part ly
ibecause he wants to criticize the concept of social-
lism in one country.
i tniro, in diiect contradiction to Mao and all
lmaterial ist dialectics, Avakian wants to say that
iconditions external to a part'icular country are fulda-
lmentatty decisive to its development, rather than
linternal conditions and movements'
: These three characteristics of the book are sub-
itly written as a subtext, and have to be drawn out
iby careful readers of RCP-Avakian-thought, who
ihave learned to watch him as he fakes left and runs
,right, as in this case, or vice versa.
i - At the root of all three of these characteristics
t-  and the reason MIM asserts the comparison
lbet*een Avakian and Leon Trotsky - is an'oppres-
isor-nation chauvinism, which is always at the root
lof Trotskyism. The thrust of all three is that revolul
Ition in the imperialist countries is at the center of
:world revolution, that it is the most important, deci-
;sive element in the course of socialism in the USSR,
iChina and other countries. This ideology is poison to
the oppressed majority of the world, and music to
the ears of First-World chauvinists.

This error - or deception - on Avakian's part,
, from the mouth of a (sometime) self-proclaimed
'Maoist, underscores the vast international impor-

tance of MIM's analysis of the labor aristocracies of
the imperialist countries as opposed to revolution
under current conditions, and the urgent necessity
of struggling over this issue among all communists,
especially those in the imperialist world.

The fourth underlying point Avakian makes, in
his cr i t ic ism of the Great Proletar ian Cul tural
Revolution in China (1966-1976), and in his proscrip-
tion for future revolutions, is that struggle against
capital ism within the communist party in power
should be primarily directed and led by the party
and state rather than by the masses themselves.

By this Avakian means that in the relationship
between socialist democracy and proletarian dicta-
torship, it is the job of proletarian dictatorship (the
state Ied by the party)  to conduct the struggle
against  revis ionism - to restr ict  the r ights of
oppressors and would-be oppressors - and the job
of socialist democracy (mass participation) to con-
tribute to the construction of communism. In this, as
we will describe below, Avakian learns the wrong
lesson from the GPCR, the failure of which he takes
as a call for more repression under socialism.

AVAKIAN AGAINST NATIONAT LIBERATION
(AGAINST tENIN)

National self-determination at the turn of the
century belonged to the sphere of bourgeois democ-
racy. Nevertheless, in the era of imperialism, Lenin
and the Bolshevik Party recognized that the demo-
cratic demand for self-determination was not only
an essential step in the process of anti-imperialist
revolutionary struggle for socialism, it was also an
important means of uniting the oppressed peoples
of di f ferent nat ions,  especiai ly those of  the
oppressed and oppressor nat ions, such as Russia
and the nat ions i t  oppressed under Tsarist  rule.
Only by explicitly guaranteeing the right of nations
to sel f-determinat ion -  embodied in the r ight to
secede at will - will it be possible to forge trusting
alliances between the workers of different nations
as they struggle against imperialism.

(In the case of Amerika, this means oppressed-
nation masses will only come to trust the masses of
the oppressor nation after a period of receivership in
which tfre liberated oppressed nations rule the for.
mer Euro-Amerikan oppressor nation until its mass-
es are sufficiently transformed to be allowed back
into the cooperating human race.)

a democrat ic demand. I t  belongs to the era of
nations, which is the era of bourgeois democracy.
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When successful, however - when it is led and won
by communist forces - it leads to the period of New
Democracy and the establ ishment of  social ist
democracy and the dictatorship of the proletariat -
toward socialism and communism. When Avakian
says democracy is not only mythical but against the
interests of the oppressed, he negates a crucial
staqe in the revolutionary struggle.

Avakian complains that the masses have naive
views about democracy, that it means "economic
opportunity" or "the rights of man." And he says:

. "While such views of democracy and freedom
serve to foster and reinforce the inclinations and
prejudices of these privileged strata, they also exert
considerable influence among the dispossessed in
society - both because of the prevail ing social
'atmosphere' and values and because of massive
promotion of these ideas through media, the educa-
t ional system, and other means - they serve to
channel and contain outrage and outbursts against
oppression.... In reality and in essence, democracy,
in whatever form, means democracy only in the
ranks of the ruling class (or classes) in society."(p. 5)

Now read Lenin. from 1916:

"It would be a radical mistake to think that the
struggle for democracy was capable of diverting the
proletariat from thd socialist revolution or of hiding,
overshadowing it, etc. On the contrary, in the same
way as there can be no victorious social ism that
does not practise full democracy, so the proletariat
cannot prepare for its victory over the bourgeoisie
without an all-round, consistent and revolutionary
struggle for democracy. "( 1)

' So, contrary to Avakian-thought, Lenin argued
that the struggle for democratic rights was also an
important element in the development of socialist
revolution, even if it encountered failures along the
way. Lenin addressed such views as Avakian's
.directly when he argued that it was wrong to con-
sider the possibility of self-determination and other
democratic rights "illusory," and thus not worthy of
'struggle:

- "This is because not only the right of nations to
-self-determination, but all the fundamental demands
of political democracy are only partially 'practicable'
.under imperialism, and then in a distorted form and
by way of exception.... The demand for the immedi-
:ate liberation of the colonies that is put forward by

all revolutionary Social-Democrats [what they called
communistsl is also 'impracticable' under capitalism
without a series of revolutions. But from tbis it does
not by any means follow that Social-Democracy
should reject the immediate and most determined
struggle for all those demands - such a rejection
would only play into the hands of the bourgeoisie
and reaction - but, on the contrary, it follows that
these demands must be formulated and put through
in a revolutionary and not a reformist manner, going
beyond the bounds of bourgeois legality, breaking
them down, going beyond speeches in parliament
and verbal protests, and drawing the masses into
decisive action, extending and intensifying the
struggle for every fundamental democratic demand
up to a direct proletarian onslaught on the bour
geoisie, i.e., up to the socialist revolution that explo
priates the bourgeoisie. The socialist revolution may
flare up not only through some big strike, streel
demonstration or hunger riot or a military insurresr
tion or colonial revolt, but also as a result of a politi.
cal crisis such as the Dreyfus case or the Zbern inci.
dent, or in connection with a referendum on ths
secession of an oppressed nation, etc."(2)

Avakian wants to argue that imperialism is the
highest stage of democracy, that it represents the
culmination of the system started into action by
Plato, picked up by the French Revolution, etc. So he
reiects Lenin's argument that imperialism negates
democracy by denying the "rights" it sets out t0
greater and greater numbers of people. He denies
the value of the lessons learned and the gains won
in the revolutionary struggle for such democratic
rights as self-determination. So Avakian denies a
qualitative difference between Nazi German fascism
and Amerikan bourgeois democratic rulei and he
rejects the struggle for democratic rights among the
oppressed as a component of the revolution.

Avakian is against Lenin on this point, so he
fakes left - in preparation for running right, He
says:

"It is also true that, in making the flat state
ment that imperialism represents the negation 0f
democracy - and that democracy corresponds to
free competition while politisal reactiqn corresponds
to monopoly - Lenin went overboard and was
gui l ty of  some exaggerat ion and one.
sidedness. " (p.163)

Then Avakian turns the question into one of
the necessity of armed struggle, which of co
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Lenin supported.
For Avakian on national liberation:

"From all this'ldiscussion of Thomas Jefferson
& Go,l it can be seen that the democratic principle of
the equality of nations and the right of nations to
self-deterrninat ion, whi le i t  must be upheld and
fought for today in opposition to the domination of
oppressed nations under imperialism, nevertheless
is historically delimited and in the final analysis is
not sufficient even to illuminate the way to the abo-
lition of national inequality and oppression. It falls
far short of pointing to a world in which humanity is
no longer marked by division into nations as well as
classes."(p. 63, emphasis added.)

In contrast,  Lenin argued that not only did
national liberation illuminate the way toward social-
ism, it was an absolutely essential element. Lenin
said:

"In the same way as mankind can arrive at the
abolition of classes only through a transition period
of the dictatorship of the oppressed class, i t  can
arrive at the inevitable integration of nations only
through.a transition period of the complete emancl-
pation of all oppressed nations, i.e., their freedom to
secede. "  (3)

Avakian's struggie against  revolut ionary
nationalism is relentless. He sees national liberation
as a parl of democracy which must be left behind -
and not iust  in the future:  he faul ts the Black
Panther Party for thelr "ultimate failure to rupture
with the whole framework of democracy."(p. BB)
National liberation for the Black nation, of course, is
part of the l'whole framework of democracy.l'

For Avakian, there have been 'ldeviations with-
in the Marxis,t movement" that included not only
social democracy in t,he imperialist countries, but
also:

"toward nat ional ism (as wei l  as some other
manifestations of bourgeois democratic tendencies)
in the,oppressed nations {though, again, the latter
does bave the virtue of often assuming a revolution'
ary.expression, even if not a,fully Marxist-Leninist
one)."( ,P:.260)

In opposition to this, Lenin, Stalin and Mao all
recognized that revolut ionary nat ional l iberat ion
struggle"does,not merely "often assum[e] a revolu-

t ionary expression" -  in the era of imperial ism
there is simply no socialist revolution that does not
include this "bourgeois-democratic" demand. (MIM
also notes that on the same page Avakian ominously
refers to the development of the Revolut ionary
Internationalist Movement - the RCP's internation-
al front - as an "exlremely important, if still begin-
ning I in 19S6j,  step, including in terms of making
such a rupture" against the nat ional ist  deviat ion
within Marxism.)

in imperialist oppressor nations such as Euro-
Amerika, the struggle for democratic rights on the
part  of  the labor ar istocracy or other pr iv i leged
groups does indeed have negative consequences for
the oppressed of the world. J. Sakai calls this the
dialectic of democracy and oppression in Amerika
(4).  For this reason MIM does not agi tate for the
democratic demands of the oppressor nation labor
ar istocracies, even as we cont inue to uphold the
essential need for democratic struggle - especially
nat ional  l iberat ion struggle -  among the truly
oppressed as a stage in socialist revolution.

AVAKIAN AGAINST THE UNITED FRONT AND NEW
DEMOCRACY (AGAINST STAIIN)

Avakian correctly criticizes those theories that
lump the Stalin-led USSR with Nazi Germany into
the category "totalitarianism," in the process deny-
ing the class-specific character of 'each political sys'
tem. But his real purpose in the discussion is to say
that Nazi Germany was not qualitatively different
from other imperial ist  countr ies at the t ime, and
thus the United Front was a wrong-headed policy:

"Throughout th is per iod Germany was and
remained nothing other than a bourgeois imperialist
state, though it ruled at home not in the 'classical'
form of bourgeois democracy but through a fascist
- an openly terroristic - form of bourgeois dictator-
ship."(p.  173)

Maybe Avakian considers Poland and
Czechoslovakia, not to mention the USSR or France,
to be Germany's "home," but MIM does notl

Nazi Germany not only unleashed a new level
of  terror and repression within i ts borders,  but
expanded that system across Europe, up to and into
the Soviet Union. But there is no room for such trivi'
alities in Avakran's analysis, which is bent on show-
ing the worthlessness of democratic right, and thus
wants to paper over any difference between imperi-
alists - who alt represent the height of democratic
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oppresslon.
MIM knows it is important to point out the sim-

ilarities between fascism and bourgeois democracy
in the imperialist countries, especially in their con-
quest of oppressed nations, the complicity of their
labor aristocracies, and in their expansionist aggres-
sion. In fact,  as MIM repeatedly points out,  the
United States and Germany colluded during World
War II, as Amerika was willing to let parts of Europe
fall to fascism in exchange for a Nazi attack on the
socialist USSR.

Nevertheless, MIM does not make the mistake
of saying there is no significant difference between
the two systems either. Nor does MIM deny the crit-
ical importance of the Soviet Union's position in the
world revolutionary movement at that time in histo-
ry, something Avakian ignores.

On the subject of  New Democracy, Avakian
says as much by what he doesn't say as by what he
does: he devotes less than three pages out of 269 to
the concept. In those three paqes, he grudgingly
accepts that in the Third world,  the " immediate
transformations" that must be carried out:

"conform, as a general rule, to what can broad-
ly be defined as democratic tasks: the winning of
genuine national liberation and the elimination of
various forms or vestiges of precapitalist economic
relations and their reflection in the superstructure."

When he says things "as a general  rule" or
"broadly defined," look out! He's after these ideas,
leaving the extent of the implied exceptions pur-
poseful ly undef ined, even though he cal ls new
democracy a "decisive component" of world revolu-
tion. MIM, on the other hand, unequivocally states
that New Democracy is absolutely essential in all
cases for the transition to socialism in the oppressed
nat ions,  and that nat ional  l iberat ion in the
oppressed nations is absolutely essential in all cases
for the transition to socialism.

At the same t ime, MIM bel ieves that more
developed countr ies wi l l  have shorter per iods of
new democracy, as one of the critical tasks of the
period is to gradually eliminate precapitalist eco-
nomic arrangements and gradually win over some
members of the progressive national bourgeoisie
and peasantry to the socialist consciousness.

Avakian's revisionism on New Democracy is
very related to the United Front. Both involve the
strategic necessity of enlisting the efforts of the
national bourgeoisie and otber middle elements in

the struggle aqainst imperialism - efforts that are
crucial to the victory of national liberation and the
transition to socialism. Both avoid the ultraleft error
of isolating middle forces that can be won over t0
socialism. Here again, Avakian fakes left.

Once he has supposedly established that Nazi
Germany was no different from any other imperialist
country, and without any reference to the interna.
tional situation, including the threat to the Soviet
Union, be attacks the United Front thus out of con-
text. The Comintern called on workers in the irnpen
alist countries to support their countries against fas-
cism, prompting Avakian to declare:

"Not only was the Leninist line on the nation in
the imperialist era openly reversed - it was stated
that the communists should be the best representa-
tives of the nation, even of the imperialist nations,
whereas Lenin had insisted that the statement in
the Communist Manifesto that the workers have no
fatherland applied precisely to the imperialist coun
tries - but, despile talk about finding ways to make
the transition to the struggle for the dictatorship of
the proletariat, it was actually argued, 'Now the
working masses in a number of capitalist countries
are faced with the necessity of making a definite
choice, and of making it today, not between prole
tarian dictatorship and bourgeois democracy, but
between bourgeois democracy and fascism."'(p. 258,
with quote from Georgi Dimitrov.)

Avakian is upset that:

"It was not emphasized that bourgeois:-demo-
cratic rule means bourgeois dictatorship, and fas-
cism was presented as a dictatorship only of the
most reactionary sections of the bourgeoisie -
rather than as the dictatorship of the bourgeois
class as such - in open terroristic form, "

In other words, Avakian objects to the applica,
tion of materialist science to the existing circum.
stances of World War II, instead preferrinq abstract
or out-of-context criticis[l - idealist critici$m.

What the ideal ist  cr i t ic ism boi ls down to,
whether advanced by open Trotskyists or Avakian
crypto-Trotskyism, is that revolution in tbe imperial-
ist countries was stalled by the decisiqnrto support
the war against fascism. In other words, that the
political decisions of foreign leaders wetre decisive
in determining the course of events intgrnal to the
imperialist countries - the blame-it-on-Stalin school
of explaining why no labor aristocracy has evef pro,
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duced a revolution' (Further' anJ local decision to
il; ine aavice of ioreign leaders does not place
tlpii-tnrrity for the outcbme of that advice on the
foreign leaders; revolution san not be exported or
importeO, as Mao said')"----Gid" from political opportunism and idealism'
tnis approach reflects a basic misunderstanding or
oJJoiiiit ot materialist dialectics' Therefore' in edu-
ffi;-il;-*itta"o revolutionari.el to understand

"nJ 
oppit" this view, we go back to dialectics: to

itottfvG., socialism in one country' and the deter-
mination of internal forces'

AVAKIAN AGAINST THE DETER'IiINATION OF
iiiiinxn coNrnADlcnoNs (AGAlNsr r Aol

Let us begin by examining Mao's central thesis
on this question.In "On Contradiction"' Mao wrote:

"Contradictoriness within a thing is the funda-
mental cause of its dlvelopment' while its interYela-
liont "nA 

interactions with other things are sec-
ffi;ty causes- Thus materialist dialectics effective-
ly combats the theory of external-causes' or of 'an

"Jo""l 
motive torce, advanced by metaobysical

mecnanicatmaterialismandvulgarevolutionism....
iln"tgo in society are due cbiefly to the develop-

-"ntut ' theinternalcontradict ionsofsociety'thati;, tb" contradiction between the productive forces
and tbe relations of production' tle contradiction
between classes ana tne contradiction between the
ofA 

""O 
the new [which includes the gender contra-

Oi"tiot -UC12l; it is the development of these con-
iiaJi*iont that pushes society forward and gives
ilJi*e"tos for the supersession 9f- the. old societv

Maoism; his theory is wrong'-'----UttO"t imperialism, and indeed for many years
reforl the highe$ staqe of capitalism' tbe whole
world was interconnecied economically' militarily
ffi;"i;t*ut - to different degrees' Nevefibeless'
ln" irott proiound changes in any particular society
were always principally the product of internal
develoPments.""--i-n"*, even when colonialism imposed severe
conditions upon oppressed nations' tbe effects of

"oioni"rir* 
were always filtered tbrough local condi-

il;;;;ine coronists were constrained bv the

"n"oo"tittics 
of the society underattack : -----iot example, in North' America' where many

different smati indigenous nations existed before
European conques[, ind tbey were mostly not politl-

""ffy-t"ntt"tizeO, 
tfre colonists ended up destroying

oi-dirporr"ssins the Fir$ Natio"t ltlLlg bv little and
in aiii"t""t *rays, in the process killing or dispos-
r"ss*s almost all of them' This in turn shapgd the
development of the settler society'*- - 

il contrast, in those areas of Soutb America
wtrere there were developed' centrdlized societies
prior to the European conquest' the colonists sought
io t"x" over and then undermiue existing bierar-
chies. This resulted in a Iess complete genocide and
Ai*pi"."*"nt in these areas' and led *.t!3ltllll:

"nii"i 
*t*cture of setilers oppressing indigenous

peoples, living much closer rcgether for mucb longer
than in North America' Tbus' even in tbe case of
cotoniatism, where one could make the.best case-for
the decisiveness of external forces''we see tbat
internal conditions-Of"t " 

decisive role in sbaping

ilV-tn" o**. Does materialist dialectics exclude
e*tei""r causes? Not at all' It holds that efiernal

i causes are the condition of change and internal

""" ' " 'arethebasisofchange,andthatexternali causes become operative through internal causes' In
, 

"-*J.'t"ntetemperature 
an egg changes into a chick-

"n, 
l"o no temperatufe can cbange a stone into a

"ni"Xen, 
because each has a different basis'"(5)

This scientific truth has been mo$ sorely test-
eO Uv-ihe revisionist claims that it is impossible to
A"uuion'soaialism in one colrntry; these claims were
aOu"nieO ov: Trotsky,"and are now continued by
lvafian;'drhong *"ty others' Maoists do not take
this principle as an abstract matter of douml or reli-

;ffi;ffi"n." to hoiv':sctltture'' Avakian's prob-
lem is not'simply:tn*t n" disaLrees with the letter:of

the outcome of these societies'

Mao wrote:

"In the era of capitalism' and especially in the
era of imperialism and proletarian--revolution' the
interaction and mutual impact of different countries
in tbe political, 

""o"o*i" "nd 
cultural.spheres are

"*tt"*Lrv 
great" The October Socialist Revolution

usheredinanewepochinworld.historyaswel las
in Russian history. it "*"tt"d 

influence on inrcrnal
;;;; in the other countries in the world and'
similarly and in a particularly profound way' on
iri"iJ tn"nges in Ctrina' Tbese changes' however'
were effected through the inner law-s of develop-
*"ni of tbese countries, Cbina included'"(6)

This is a l iberat ing,  empowering' theory '
because it makes it ;leat in"t,'"b'na*o:said;"that "it
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can be seen that to lead the revolution to victory, a
political party must depend on the correctness of its
own political line and the solidity of its own organi
zat ion. "(7)

In other words: no blaming Stalin if the revolu-
tion in your country doesn't work out. This is liberat-
ing because it recognizes that the destiny of a peo-
ple is in i ts own hands. This was so even in the
Warsaw ghetto, in which Jews were imprisoned by
Nazi Germany during World War II, totally surround-
ed, walled in and trapped by the Nazi army. There,
once they saw the extermination Hitler had in mind
for them, the Jews waged a heroic upris ing, and
fought to the last person. Even there, where exter-
nal conditions left them with only two options -: to
die lying down or to die fighting on their feet - they
determined their own destiny, and in so doing set
an example for all oppressed people.

After prais ing the accompl ishments of  the
GPCR, which "brought into being new,,  indeed
unprecedented, transformations in the economic
relat ions and the pol i t ical  and ideological  super-
structure of society, " Avakian adds:

"At the same time, it is important to stress that
the struggle for communism is,  and must be, an
international struggle, and that the class struggle
within a particular country, even a socialist country,
is,  and must bei subordinate to the overal l  world
revolutionary struggle to achieve dictatorship of the
proletariat and carry through the transition to com-
munism. Here my purpose is not so much to repeat
the cr i t ic ism I  have previously made that the
Cultural Revolution, while it indeed represented the
highest pinnacle yet reached by the international
proletariat, was stil l treated, even by Mao, a bit too
much as a thing unto itself and 'too much apart from
the whole, worldwide struggle ..: ' ond 'even though
support  was extended to revolut ionary struggles
elsewhere and it was stressed that the final victory
of a social ist  country requires the victory of the
world proletar ian revolut ion,  i t  was not f i rmly
enough grasped and popularized that the socialist
transformation of any particular country can only be
a subordinate part of the overall proletarian revolu-
tion.' But what must be emphasized here,is that the
overcoming of the social inequalities characterizing
the old order - the eventual elimination of bour-
geois r ight  in the broadest sense :-  must be
approached; above all, on the world level in order to
carry through the transition to communlsm.'l(p. 225,
quoting himseH.) ,

,  ' ]
Left unsaid here is what it means, practically,

to subordinate the struggle in one country to the
world proletar ian revolut ion, in the case of the
GPCR. Lenin, for example, said: l

"internationalism ... means waging a revolu-
t ionary struggle against Ione's own] government
and overthrowing it, and being ready to make the
greatest national sacrifices (even down to a Brest-
Litovsk Peace Treaty), if it should benefit the devel-
opment of the world worker's revolution."(B) l

In Lenin's case, the principle is matelialist, not
idealist, and the example is concrete. What:is the
sacrifice in the case of the Brest-Litovsk treaty (in
which Bolshevik Russia conceded territory in order
to get itself out of World War I) to which Lenin is
referring? He explained in 1918, that the peace deal
increased the conflict between imperialists, and he
added:

"Here is something that has decisive signifi '
cance.. . .  For,  unt i l  the world social ist  revolut ion
breaks out. until it embraces several countries and
is strong enough to overcome international irnperial.
ism, it ,is the direct duty,of the socialists who have
conquered in one country (especially a backwatd
one) not to :accept battle against the giants of impe-
rialism. Their duty is to try to avoid battle, to wait
until the conflicts between the imperialists weaken
them even more, and bring the revolution in othel
countries even nearer.i: (9)

. t  i i

Thus, Lenin, .for one, described as a sacrifice
the concession of conflict with imperialisrn in order
to advance sociansm in one country! Left to Avakian
is the task of explaining how the Cultural Revolution
went against this'principle of internationalism. I ,'

While Mao, Stalin,and Lenin understood that
the. world situation,Set conditions for the'decisive
internal developments within socialist.countries,
Avakian in Democracy sees the priority reversed, He
notes that social ism develops unevenly,  in a, few
countries at a time, and says:

' . :
"So, especially, viewed in'light of all 'thisiril

beco.rnes clear that not only,does the'bouigeoi$e
still retain the rupper hand in the world as a wholo-
and is likely to for some time - but this interpene-
trates with; and.,rrdeed' sets the oveiall,framewotk
and foundatio,n for, .the'struggle'to ca,r,f!t fbrward the
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Tbus, Avakian coRvert's Mao's "external condi-
tion" into an external "foundation" which deter-
*ir"titt* course of internal events' He futilely tries
to take destiny out of the hands of the revolutionary
masses of socialist countries'

Avakian explains this crucial revision more
clearly a few pages later, when he says "the contra-
aittiont and struggles within the particular socialist
aornttv intertwine with and are ultimately deter-
mined by the contradict ions and struggles on a
worta scale."(p. 231. emphasis added:)'-- 

h geneiit, these ideas belong to the theory of
TrotskyGm, which holds that socialism is impossible
in Third World countries before the imperialist coun-
i i i ls  naue had revolut ions'  And in part icular '
Avatrian here belongs to the economist school of

revolutionization of society in any particular socialist
country."(p ' 226-7. emphasis added')

own fate.

AVAKIAN AGAINST PR'OLETAR.IAN DEMOCRACY
(AGAINST COMMUNISM)

Communists have learned a lot about how to
bring about socialist and cgmmgnist society' primar-
irv iio* the experience of the Russian and Chinese
ievofutions, as well as others' In particular' we have
tearned that when a communist party comes to
o-"*"; after a military struggle, it cannot simply
institute a classless society (communism) or even a
.*i"ty without private exploitation of labor or own-
ership of  the means of  product ion (social ism) '
Instead,theprot 'ractedrevolutionarystrugglecon-
t inues, and goes through many stages' some of
which have been identified and developed into use-
ful models.

As already discussed'  the per iod of  new
democracy is a transitional period before socialism'
in which progressive capitalists - those who are
*rtting to contribute to socialism even tbough it will
*e"n tfr" end of themselves as a class - are includ-
ed in a democrattc process, under the leadersbip of
the working ctasses. After that transitional period'
in* oi.t"toiship of the proletariat has replaced the
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie that existed under
capital ism, and social ist construction begins tn
earnest.

Even under socialism, classes still exist' and
therefore socialist democracy represents proletartan
Jictatorsnip: the former bourgeoisie - which still
exists and still poses a threat to socialism either
through its own organic power or through its con-
nectionswithinternationalcapital ism_findssome
oi i t ,  noutgeois-democratic r ights restr icted' No
longer .an the bourgeois class use its property to
L"ti".t surplus value from workers and peasants; no
iong"t can it use its wealth to buy political power'
et ine same time, the working classes have greatly-
increased democratic rights'

And under condit ions in which tbe leading
communist party directs economic planning' and
management, the pafiy has a great potential power'
including the power to exploit labor for a profit' in
tbe pro;ss developing within itself.a new bour-
geoi; dass. In the case of the USSR' this new class
developed over a long period, and f inal ly seized
po*"t after Stalin's Oeitfr' In China' where Mao and
ih" .o*rnunist leadership had learned lessons from
it"  USSn and China'  thg people and the party
launched a vast popular struggle against the new
bourgeois class within the pafiy, the GPCR' Despite

,l thouoht that puts the development' of productive
,l i"t-*i o"er th; development of production relations
j in ift" transition to socialism and communism'

Avakian says that:

"a decisive point which the historical expert-
ence of the socialist transition so far has under-
scored is that this transition cannot be approached'
ionJ"*"ntal ly, within the part icular countries'
i" i i"" nv themselves, but must be approached'
above ali, as a worldwide process"""

And the "basls does exist for carrying through
this worldwide, and world-historic struggle' exactly
because of the previous development of human soci-
;t...." So, again, it is development in the advanced
industrialized countries that make it possible to
achieve socialism in the Third World'

As a corollary to that is the RCP thesis' wrong
at the time and now decisively proven wrong' that
tbe conflict between Amerika and the social-imperi-
ai ist USSR was the principal contradict ion on a
world scate. Avakian quotes himself on that point
.g;in in this book (from A Horrible End Or An End
to the Horror?):

"a deadly serious struggle is going on between
these two,trends which will trave everything to do
*itf, deterncining the direction of human society'
and indeed the destinv of humanity itself'"(p' 267)

. Again, by this non-materialist theory' the peo-
ple of the oppressed nations will not decide their
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10 years of acute struggle, the new bourgeoisie stil l
won the battle and seized power in 1976.

Avakian's book raises the quest ion: what do
we learn from the USSR and the GPCR for future
struggles? Avakian's conclusion is mostly implicit
and we will attempt to draw it out. Avakian argues
that democracy has only a minimal role to play in
the advanced struggles of a cultural revolution, that
proletarian dictatorship - exercised primarily by
the party and the state - plays the decisive role in
the acrimonious deveiopment from socialism to com-
munism. MIM does not deny the crucial role of the
party and the state in this struggle, but we believe
Avakian sets up a false dialectic - that the dictator-
ship exercised by the party has a democratic form at
this stage of the struggle. The masses participate in
the party and the state democratically, and together
the masses, the state and the party exercise dicta-
torship over the enemies of socialism.

We know, al though Avakian tr ies to.conceal,
that democracy under social ism is fundamental ly
di f ferent from democracy under capital ism, that
because of this difference it is not something that
must be l imited beyond the concrete restr ict ions
placed on the bourgeois ie.  In short ,  democracy
unde{ socialism has lost its bourgeois character.

When the masses struggle against new or old
bourgeois forces under social ism, they can be
increasing the pewer of the proletarian dictatorship
over those bourgeois forces, even as they increase
socialist democracy. The more the dictatorship wins
victories over t,he enemies of socialism, the more
socialist democracy the masses can enjoy.

Avakian focuses this discussion around a cri-
tique of the bourgeois philosopher John Stuart Mill.
And it is here that we see the danger in Avakian's
concepts of democracy and dictatorship, which, as
he applies them, would lead to strengthening the
state exclusively, but not increasing socialist democ-
racy in the process. He writes:

"Whether Mill meant to say so or noti, the reali.
ty is that some kind of authori ty,  in one form or
another, has to provide guidance, direction, Ieader-
ship -  and in the f inal  anatysis,  dictatorship, so
long as we are talking about class-divided society -
in determining what will and will not be discussed,
and ip what terms, in society at large.. ."(p.244) '

Here he says it is dictatorship, not proletarian
democracy, that in the f inal  analysis,  shapes the
public debate under socialism. In contrast, we argue

that the means of dictatorship are only necessary to
restrict the.old and new bourgeoisie from generat.
ing influence beyond the strengtb of their numbers
in the population, while the means of proletarian
democracy exercise the greatest influence on the
course of political and economic development.

Avakian paraphrases Lenin:  " . . .  Lenin 's
answer to the accusation that he was a dictator .,.
can stand as an answer to Mill and all other apolo-
gists of this system: better me than you, better the
dictatorship of the proletariat than the dictatorship
of the bourgeoisie. When such apologists ... insist on
equality for all opinions and denounce attempts at
dictatorship not only in the sphere of action but in
the ideological sphere as well, they are actually ,.,
insisting on the continued domination of the bour
geoisie in the domain of ideas - and in society as a
whole."  (p.250)

But under socialism, especially after a certain
amount of extended mass struggle, the ideas of the
bourgeoisie are no longer the dominant ideas; they
stiU exist, but they no longer dominate. When the
bourgeoisie has lost its previous hegemony over
popular thought * lost control over schools, mass
culture production, and so on - and when the state
apparatus is used to keep the bourgeoisie from gain.
ing influence greater than its numbers, then a freer
flow of ideas is better, not worse. Thus the dictator
ship gets stronger even as it is required to act less
in i ts repressive capaci ty.  As the people gain
strength, letting the bourgeoisie express itself politi-
cally - Ietling them speak with their moutbs, not
with their money - will result not in the resurgence
of bourgeois ideas, but in a strengthening of the
masses' abi l i ty to create and advance their own
socialist ideas. At the same time, when the dictator-
ship has less work to do to repress the bourgeoisie,
the masses will be able to have a more productive
political debate among themselves, in a freer envi-
ronment.

Finally, Avakian speaks of the "withering away
of democraqy, " through the strengthening of dicta-
torship:

"This process - this struggle - is dialectical
in a two-fold sense: it involves the dialectical rela-
t ionship between dictatorship and democracy in
social ist society... ;  and it  involves the dialectical
relationship 

- 
the unity and opposition - between i

strengthening the dictatorship of the proletariat i
and, at the same time, by the same means, creating I
;,, the conditions, whereby the dictatorship of the IIII

I.J
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proletariat will no longer be necessary "' or possi-
ble."(p. 253)

This requires careful scrutiny to understand'
Remember, when two things are in dialectical con-
tradiction, it means one is coming and one is gotng'
one will replace the other in a process that trans-
forms both. There are two dialectical processes in
Avakian's analysis. This first is between dictator-
ship and democracy. He sees democracy - which
he 

-has 
defined as universally bourgeois - being

replaced by dictatorship. MIM, on the other hand'
sees'no such opposition. More proletarian dictator-
ship means more proletarian democracy' Democratic
*"ihod* "te 

used to strengthen the dictatorship of
the proletariat, and democracy is the means by
which the masses participate in and criticize the
state and the party on the way to constructing com-
munism.

' ''The second process he sees is that which at
once builds up and tears down dictatorship, as dic-
iatorsnip eventually eliminates classes' MIM agrees
that such a process is necessary, but again, it is not
a matter of dictatorship triumphing over democracy'
but rather both triumphing over the bourgeoisie and
revisionism
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M[P,, $tatemcnt

- the Maoist Organization for Revolutionary Unity
(ORU) in the United States and the vanguard Maoist
party in canada. In 1993, another party - but one
rttitning to uphold Marx, Lenin, Stalin and Hoxha -
also col lapsed. Before i t  col lapsed, i t  underwent
internal split and toward the end of its life, MIM
spoke to MLP members that knew nothing about
ttoxtra or the MLP's earlier history' What all three
dissolutions had in common was relentless pursuit
of the industrial worker.

The following is an excerpt of the MLP's disso-
lution staternent, a negative example:

Our collective existence sprang from a single
precept: as revolutionaries coming from different
walks of life and varying experience in mass strug-
gles, we shared a common conviction of the need for
i party of the proletariat. Over the years, our partic-
ular v iews on a host of  quest ions evolved or
changed. Pretenders to the heritage of the world
movement came and went. Yet we remained dedi-
cated to the aim of building a pafty, and toward that
end we oriented ourselves toward concentrating our
forces in the industrial proletariat, toward interven-
ing in al l  social  movements from a revolut ionary
stindpoint, and toward carrying through the theo-
retical struggle and theoretical clarification'

Our attempt at realizing this projest has been
approaching the end of its natural life' For nearly a
decade the social movements have failed to give rise
to new forces attracted to this program as we in our
time rallied to it. Our forces have slowly eroded,
while the pressures on us have mounted' Our indus-
trial concentration has nearly been extinguished,
white our capacity for intervening in the social
movements has by-and- large become marginal '
Outstanding theoretical problems have multiplied
beyond our ability to satisfactorily address them'

This process of erosion has culminated in a crl-
sis in our central organs: the National Executive
Committee is dysfunctional, and we are unable to
sustain our existing system of publications' That we
are unable to overcome this crisis is due not only to
the practical problem of numerical erosion of our
forces, but also to the loss of ideological cohesive-
ness and to the loss of most reflection among the
masses of our actlvity. These factors, when contin-
ued over a protracted period, could not be overcome
simply by individual belief in the need to maintain
party organization at all costs, and inevitably reflect-
ed themselves in the spir i t  of  the party as wel l '




